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Name: _______________________________

Part 1 

How Polar Bear lost his tail

The Beginning
Many years ago, Polar Bear had a beautiful, long tail. This story explains how he lost his tail. One 
day, Polar Bear was fishing in a hole in the ice. Suddenly, he caught a little, silver fish. Polar Bear 
was about to eat the tiny fish, when it spoke. 

The Middle
‘Don’t eat me!’ said the fish. ‘Set me free and I will help you catch hundreds of fish.’
‘I would like that,’ said Polar Bear, who was very greedy. ‘Tell me how!”
‘First, put me back in the water,’ said the fish. ‘Then, put your tail in the water and wiggle it. I will 
tell my friends that your tail is a big, tasty worm. Each time a fish bites your tail, quickly pull your 
tail out of the water and you will catch it!’
‘That sounds easy,’ said Polar Bear and he put the fish back in the water. Then, he sat down on the 
ice, dropped his tail into the water hole and waited for the fish to bite. 

The End
Polar Bear waited and waited. Soon, he fell asleep. While he was sleeping, the water hole froze 
around his tail. When Polar Bear woke up, his tail was trapped in the ice. He pulled and pulled until 
his tail came off! From that day onwards, polar bears have always had short tails.

1. Read the text. Then read the sentences. Write B if they go in the beginning, 

M if they go in the middle and E if they go at the end of the text.   /5 

Example: He was very proud of his beautiful tail.  B 

a. It got colder and colder. ___

b. ‘I am very small. I will not stop you feeling hungry.’ ___

c. The fish had tricked him! ___

d. It was suppertime and he was very hungry. ___

e. The fish waved, and swam away. ___
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2. Write the adjectives from the text in alphabetical order.   /5

little  tiny  small  long  tasty  silver

Example: long

a. __________________

b. __________________

c. __________________

d. __________________

e. __________________

 

Part 2 

1. Tick ✓ the correct sentences. Cross   the incorrect sentences.   /5
Example: Listen! I can hear anybody. ✗

a. There is something in my pocket. 

b. I can’t see anything. 

c. Look! There is nobody catching the bus. 

d. I’ve got somebody in my eye. 

e. There is nothing in the fridge. 

2. Write the question words.   /5

Why  How much  How many  Where  Who  Which

Example: How much does a camel weigh? 

a. __________________ do kangaroos live?

b. __________________ has seen a tiger?

c. __________________ animal is the heaviest?

d. __________________ legs does a spider have?

e. __________________ does a zebra have stripes?
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Part 3 

1. Write the words in order. Complete the poems below.   /10
Example: kill / I / a / sound / without

a. along / slide / I / ground / the

b. fur / is / my / red / long / and 

c. my / tail / and / strong / is / fat

d. can / I / be / small / big / or 

e. bathroom / the / stuck / on / wall

Snake

I am a quiet animal,

I kill without a sound, 

I have no legs, I have no feet,

a. ____________________________________ .

Fox

I am a clever animal,

b. ____________________________________ ,

My ears and nose are pointed,

c. ____________________________________ .

Spider

I am a scary animal,

d. ____________________________________ ,

You’ll find me on a cobweb,

e. ____________________________________ .


